CHAPTER 13
SOUND

88:Amazing detail of harp player. Notice how much care was put to making his
ear. Most Egyptian musicians were shown with their eyes closed, either to
indicate they were blind or could hear and feel music at another level, Leiden
Museum

Sacred Sound
“Musicians in ancient times did not need to sing about solutions, they
could create them.” Turneri
“In Egypt, the priests when singing hymns of praise to the gods employ
the 7 vowels, which they utter in due succession. The sound of those
letters is so euphorias that people listen to it in place of the flute and
lyre.” Demetriusii
Everything in the universe, from a planet to you is in vibration. Matter is
made up of energy that is in constant motion. It may look like the table
is not moving, but it in fact is, just at a rate that our eyes cannot pick up.
Resonance is the natural frequency an object most naturally vibrates at. Shamans say that each one of us has a
song, the natural resonance of our true self. Yet each part of our body plays a part in our song. Your arm vibrates
to a different frequency than other parts of your body, but when healthy they all vibrate a similar resonance as a
whole. The vibration produces waves that our ears pick up as sounds. There are numerous examples of
resonance: singer breaking glass, bridges swaying, Joshua bringing down the walls of Jericho by beating drums
and blowing trumpets.iii
Everything in the universe makes a sound. Sea creatures have special receptors to hear sound, while
others use an echo system (similar to sonar) to distinguish what is in the water with them. Whales use songs to
communicate with other whales over hundreds of miles, and modern analysis claims up to ten million bits of
information per half hour is passed along (similar to the bits of information in a novel). Animals notice the
sounds of the world and react to them, avoiding an earthquake that humans do not hear. To become more aligned
with a plant one has to first hear it (which few humans try), and then mimic their sound. Plants grow well around
other plants that make similar sounds, while die if placed with those who do not. Plants are shown to enjoy the
sound of classical music.iv Just as our body will be out of vibration when we stub our toe, so too will objects get
out of vibration if they are dropped. Sound can be used to heal both the animate and inanimate.
Sounds are occurring all around us but they mix together and we rarely notice them. When at a large
gathering of people we are able to focus our attention on one person. As soon as someone else says our name, a
trigger is struck. We somehow are now able to focus on that other conversation as well. It was as if that entire
conversation was being filtered out by our brain, yet we were obviously still registering the sounds for once
something was said (our name) that has tremendous meaning to us, we noticed it. v Most of the perception of
sound happens with our ear, but not all. Our entire body will register the vibrations around us as intuition and
feelings. Shamans first teach their students how to listen. That is because our ear has far more perceptive power
than the eyes. We hear things that we can never see, yet most have been trained to focus only on what they see
thus the sounds of the ear is usually ignored. Actually it should be the other way around, we should spend more
time focusing on what we hear and less on what we see.
Seeing things with the eyes tends to lead to more desires, and advertisers know to use the power of what
we see to create impulses that could not be as strong if their message was only audible. When we go beyond
desire, like when we are with our partner in love, we close our eyes. We no longer need to see them, but
somehow without sight we are able to go deeper. With touch and sound we go beyond the physical into
something more magical…our heart. vi This is a key reason for understanding sound in the ancient world, for the

sight of things mostly speaks to the conscious mind while sound will lead us more to the feelings of the heart. In
our world today the eyes rule, and we are not interested in going beyond what we see (which is an illusion) but
have come to simply believe what we see. The ancients would not make such a judgment about anything they
see without adding feeling, understanding that the world is not what it appears to be. The eyes cannot penetrate
anything and just stay on the surface. In love the eyes are closed as we are trying to go inside a person and
connect with their soul, not just the outer projected image of that soul. In the Bible when God communicated
with humans rarely did he “reveal himself” by sight, but always spoke to those who had the connection. Exodus
28 claims, “And sound shall be heard when he goeth into the holy place before the Lord, and when he cometh
out.” Shamans teach that it is the sound made by objects that keep them manifested, and the songs of the
shamans help to keep the world alive.
To help this concept, students of the mysteries need to be taught how to hear again. Blindfold the eyes
for a few days and one will find their hearing is sharpened and they will soon feel objects and people around
them. Few know how to truly listen when another person is speaking without interrupting them, or without
thinking of what to say back or to defend ourself from what we don’t like. Listen to what someone is saying
because if we do, we will go beyond the words being used to the inner essence of what those sounds mean.
Another way to start opening up to sounds is to sit with your eyes closed in silence. It won’t take long to begin to
notice all sorts of sounds all around us (even at home) that we normally ignore. It also allows us to begin to
notice the sounds of our own bodies, which will lead to greater perception of what our body in different
situations is trying to tell us.
Sound Effects
“The life of city dwellers today is a form of mild but persistent torture.” John Anthony Westvii
Certain sounds are soothing and joyous to us. We all can relate to how we feel after a hard day when our
favourite music is put on, or in reverse when the neighbour’s dog won’t stop barking. The ancients understood
the power of sound and how it affected humans. In nature most sounds are harmonious with one another and the
Egyptians attempted when building cities to make them as harmonious sounding as possible. Temples were made
for something beyond, to make the exact vibrational sound that would create the teaching that was to be
imparted. It is claimed that if one was not harmonious with the sound of the temple (not living from the heart)
they might die if they tried to enter certain areas. Many of the key sites of wisdom in Egypt today have not been
found because one needs to know their proper sounds. They also understood that if poor sounds were created,
humans would be angry, stressed and tired. Some feel that the modern world has been created by those who want
to keep humans away from our true gifts, and help to do that by designing a world of sound that would keep us
perpetually drained.
Our world makes the most horrible sounds from airports, to jackhammers, to guns…which is all repeated
again on TV and movies. Just at the time our body needs a break from the horrible sounds of the world, we
subject ourselves to more of them. This has led to a society that is stressed, angry, frustrated, and ill. We have
made it even worse by providing polluted air and water to consume, and live with less negative ions (found in
nature). Yet our lack of health and calm can also be blamed on the fact that we have allowed ourselves to live
day after day in a place that is filled with inharmonious sounds, that are taking away our life force without us
even noticing.viii Why not try to live as the ancients did, with the sounds of peace, harmony and nature around?
At the very least we should try to spend the rest of our day after work repairing the damage of sound we had to
put up with. Soothing music, melody, nature and quiet instead of loud noise and TV. Because of the ancient
understanding of the powers of sound and number, these qualities must be searched for in everything they built.
They will show the harmonious proportions of the golden section and in the musical scale that create specific
vibrations to help humans easier connect with the realm of spirit.
All shamans have a power song, a repetitive series of words that offer protection in times of distress or
strong inner power for healing. Chinese Qi Gong masters use sounds to expel negative energy and emotion from
their own bodies during training. Oriental experts of the martial arts use specific yells while striking to focus the
energy of their lower power center (Dan Tien) to the part of the body striking an opponent. This way with
seemingly small movements that would hardly topple a child, they can send two hundred pound men flying
across a room. They all understand that energy, sound and words are connected.

However there is also sound that we do not hear. This ability to use silent sound was used by natives to
call animals, or find healing plants or food. They would do so not by creating the sound outwardly, but in their
energy field to produce a connection of consciousness with they are calling. Castaneda and the mystic Alder
wrote of looking for the hole within the sound. When a pebble is dropped into water we first see the hole that the
pebble made, then the series of ripples that come outward from the disturbance. These ripples spread out to
infinity and the distance between them is referred to as a wavelength. Mystics claim that the sound we hear is
really the ripples. However there is a silent center that created the sound vibration (the pebble), thus they ask us
to go beyond the sound we hear to the silence that created it. By working with sound eventually one will be able
to bring their eyes back to their true use. We won’t even have to look at things for the sound will be enough to
notice a tree, or animal or object thus we can use our eyes to focus specifically on one thing. When reaching the
hole of the sound we in effect have gone beyond the sound itself to an inner quality of not only the sound, but the
universe.ix Thus the essence of every sound is silence.
Planets
Pythagoras spoke of the “music of the spheres,” which meant that he claimed each of the planets made a
sound that he could hear. Recently modern scientists have discovered that each planet does make an individual
sound, and that the sounds are harmonically related to the musical octave. Pythagoras correlated the orbits of the
planets and the vibrations to the string of a monochord. The sounds the planets make are claimed to affect each
human being depending on the position of them at our birth, thus it is actually sound that makes the horoscope.
Astrologers are actually tracking the sound of the heavens, and how those sounds will interact with us as
individuals or the earth as a whole. Hans Kayser believes that by understanding harmonic proportions it is
possible to discover planets that have yet to be discovered, because the solar system is in perfect harmonic
proportion to each other. We need not actually locate the next planet beyond Pluto just plot where the monochord
claims it must be.x
While the planets actually do make sounds, Pythagoras was likely revealing something very powerful in
his statement of hearing the planets. In the ancient world the planets were a symbol of the chakra centers of the
human body. They also have the same harmonic placement. By hearing the energy centers, one can notice if one
is out of alignment then use specific sounds to heal it (us).
Music
“If the music (your vibration) becomes discordant, don’t blame the musician (God), but the lyre-string he plays
(you) that has become loose and sounds flat, marring the perfect beauty of the melody.” Hermetic Wisdomxi
“You should tune the inward lyre and adjust it to the divine musician.” Corpus Hermeticum Book 18xii
89:Egyptian sistrum (rattle), British Museum

The Egyptians understood that music was a representation of the
harmony of the heavens. Through the use of sound (Neteru Merit) one
could help create divine harmony and reach Maat. Music, singing and
dancing could help individuals keep in alignment with this harmony, and
they focused attention on making sure that the sounds and movements
would be pleasing to Maat. The use of music and sound was a key
component of Egyptian healing practices. In temple ritual the singing and
dancing of participants would allow their consciousness to change to
reach states beyond the physical.
Osiris was believed to rule not by force, but kept harmony and order
simply by singing songs and playing specific musical instruments. Music
affects our emotions and can sooth, agitate, make us aggressive, alter
consciousness or stimulate us sexually. The Beatles claimed that their
later albums were music that connected to cosmic harmony. Native
shamans still sing special songs that they claim help to keep the earth in balance, though as less and less of them
are alive to sing the songs, the earth and everything on it is falling out of balance. The ancient musical scale was

part of a sacred philosophy reflecting inherent order and a model of the universe. Today we know the seven
notes of the scale as do-re-mi-fa-sol-la-ti-do. Guido Arezzo in 1000AD claimed they are shortenings of the Latin
words that show the cosmic order: Dominus (Lord, Absolute), Regina Cueli (Queen, Moon), Mecrocosmos
(Small Universe, Earth), Fata (Fate, Planets), Sol (Sun), Lactea (Milky Way), Sider (Stars, Galaxies), Dominus
(Lord, Absolute).xiii The ancients designed and used the musical scale to play the harmonies of the heavens,
which would lead us to our own heart.
Octaves begin at the note c, work through the seven inner notes, until it has doubled in frequency to
become a higher c. You could continue this sequence until a note is no longer audible in the material world. The
same process can be achieved by going up in fifths. After seven octaves or twelve fifths the same basic note will
be reached, but will differ by 1.0136 (comma of Pythagoras). xiv Tehuti was the Neteru of the number eight and
the octave. One travels up seven octaves (chakras) and when this has occurred they have reached the eighth,
which is the original note but at a higher vibration. This is a good explanation of spiritual development. The
wisdom of Egypt takes us up along the seven chakras, and when we have mastered them all we reach the Gnosis
of Tehuti. This causes our entire being to jump to a higher vibration. The use of the fifth and octaves can be
found in Egyptian artwork of musicians as their hands are placed at perfect fifth and octave ratios along their
instruments.
Hermeticists like Pythagoras and Plato understood the need to keep everything in harmony. Just as our
body is one entity made up of several parts that needed to be harmoniously kept, so too the cosmos. Hermetic
literature often relates the need to keep the human body in tune, and also in tune with the cosmic musical
instrument (God). Robert Fludd referred to the power of music as, “an ascent from darkness to light.” It is
claimed that after the Buddha became enlightened he spoke of a sound, “the drum of immortality.” xv My teacher
of sound often spoke that the universe makes a sound, and was in a sense always speaking to us. Like a radio, we
are not tuned in, so when we hear this sound we pick it up as a buzzing or like the sound of crickets. As you
work with paying attention to the sound, we are in a sense focusing our receptive unit which will allow us to go
beyond the buzzing and allow communication from the universe (or God) to come to us directly.
Song or music is in some way the animating feature of life. Marsiglio Ficino wrote of the pneuma
(breath of the divine) that flowed through all of creation. This cosmic breath was the spirit, and allowed
connection of the above and below through music. Playing music was like being in a divine prayer. Ficino also
wrote, “David and Hermes Trismegistus command that we are moved by God to sing, of God alone we should
sing.” Hermeticists and Cabbalists often give God the name of “Divine Musician,” and the physical world is
nothing but the song of God or the instrument that he plays on. Music was a key part of alchemy as Michael
Maier in 1618 published Atalanta Fugiens, fifty alchemic steps displayed in words, engravings and music. Poetry
originally was not designed as something to be spoken, but something to be put to music and sung. Opera arose
from the ideas of sacred drama and poetry put to music. xvi All ancient books are meant to be read aloud.
Interestingly a modern piano has only 88 keys. There are 1300 raw tones but music in the modern world
uses only 5% of what is available. The ancients used most of these tones to create masterpieces of sound. The
modern piano uses “equal temperament” as a way to try and harmonize the problem that octaves and fifths do
not climb in a systematic manner. What the modern piano does is “shave off” a small bit of each note to create
something called semitones, which are actually artificial notes. Thus every note played on a modern piano is
slightly flat. In the “old days,” a piano tuner would bunch the discrepancies of the slight note changes at the top
and bottom of the keyboard (the least used keys) so that the middle would have more pure tones. Today this is
not the case as the flat tones have allowed the player to go quickly from key to key without the need to stop and
re tune the piano. Before equal temperament an orchestra would have to stop, re tune and then continue. xvii While
this has led to more flow with more keys, it has not led to purer music. Thus the power of the true sound is not
vibrating within us. The ancients were using sound and music for powerful healing and to unlock the secrets of
the universe, thus would rather use 1000 different, perfectly sounding instruments to make the needed sounds
rather than have just three that could reach “close sounding” versions of them.
In the musical world anything with a high pitch (violins, trumpets, flutes) carry the melody or the main
part of the music, while those that have a low pitch (cello, bass, tuba) are accompanying. They only take part as
melody when the other instruments are not being used. This may have a key note of the true roles of men and
women, for women have a higher pitch voice than men thus perhaps women are supposed to lead the melody of
life. The only way the male, lower pitched sounds, can dominate the melody is to silence the sound of women. xviii
A sistrum is the instrument associated with the female (Hathor especially) and consists of a handle with a

metal hoop through which four pieces of metal rods are set. When shaken the rods hit against the loop and cause
a distinctive sound. The hoop is the moon, while both side are Isis and Nepthys. The four rods are the four
elements and lower energy centers. The sistrum is similar to the rattle used by Native Indians. The sound is
meant to create a shaking in the mind that will help take us beyond the conscious (lower centers) to the
unconscious (higher centers). This is the reason the sistrum was a key part of the beginning of Egyptian
ceremony for the rattling helped to start the process of shifting states of consciousness of those participating. Her
temples included great hospitals for healing. In some this great healing power is still active. She mainly heals
through her aspects of Sekhemet and Bastet. xix
The drum is able to match the heartbeat of the earth. It is used by all cultures to help change our
consciousness and get us in touch with our heart. The drum is seen as feminine, while the stick is masculine.
When the two are brought together in rhythm they harmonize opposites. The rattle helps to shake up things,
specifically our usual thoughts, which allow for the drumming to get into our consciousness. This was the reason
the sistrum (rattle of Hathor) was used at all Egyptian rituals before the music could begin, as our mind would
not be ready without the rattling. Bells, gongs and singing bowls are also sounds that can be used to clear the
mind, and attain higher states of consciousness.

Mantra
“And they were astonished at his doctrine: for his word was with power.” Luke 4:32
The idea of words or the voice as power is found in hieroglyphs. There are certain words and sounds that
are power in their own right. Some of these sounds were infused into the ancient languages, making everything
spoken with them powerful. Words and their combination can be studied like music to create sounds that will
attune things to certain divine energies. The universe was created by the divine word, called the Logos. This
divine sound is really our breath made audible. The sounds themselves are seen through the use of cymatics, a
field of study created by Dr. Hans Jenny to study sound. By using a tonoscope or tightly stretched drum, sound
was spoken through a long tube onto objects like iron fillings. The sounds created geometric shapes in the
fillings. The more ‘positive’ the word or sound was deemed to be the more shape-like the result, while sounds
that were seen to be ‘poor’ created disharmonious forms. When Hebrew or Sanskrit words like “OM” were
spoken by masters the resulting shapes nearly matched the written form used to depict the word in each of the
languages. Toning is using the power of your own voice by holding a note for a long period of time. This drawn
out sound, usually practiced first with the vowels, open us up to universal energy.
Mantra is a form of yoga that uses a word or phrase with spiritual power. In Egypt they were called
Hekau. By repeating a mantra over and over, the mystic concentrates his attention on God. A common one is the
Sanskrit word Om, which is deemed to be the primal word. It is also a version of the Egyptian deity Amun,
repeated in the Bible as Amen. Interestingly the full name of Amun vibrates less in the lower body (our true
source of power) but in the upper head and chest, the place where Western material people live. Thus the period
of rise of Amun in Egypt was likely the rise of modern Western thinking. The word OM actually gains its power
from its shortness, thus the easiness to repeat it and say it often in a short period of time. By constantly working
with the sound Om one is able to transcend the mind and reach a state of higher vibration. One wants to hear its
four distinct parts: A (the physical self), U (our dream state), M (a state of deeper sleep without dreams) and
silence which is meditation that transcends all the three other sounds. xx One wants the sound of any mantra to go
down from the mouth into the body, until the entire body and every cell vibrates with the sound.
Swami Sivananda told his pupils to repeat mantras as many as 50,000 times per day, for with this great
discipline one could achieve results in a short period of time. However any work done with mantras will help
raise our vibration. Words of Power are likened to digging a well. Dug deep enough one will reach water. If
mantras are used long enough one will reach to the deepest parts of the self. At the beginning mantras are spoken
aloud, in order to help focus our attention on them. In time one can advance to the more powerful stage of
repeating them internally. Eventually the sound of the mantra will be heard when not practicing. xxi A mantra is a
type of meditation in which we replace what we are normally saying in our head, with a more powerful set of

words. However most do not understand that mantra, like any meditation technique, is not actually meditation. It
is an exercise to help us eliminate the negative thoughts of the mind, but eventually even the mantra must fall
away until you are left with nothingness. It is at this point that without our internal dialogue, our view of the
world and ourself ceases, which means we stop the world and can connect directly with spirit.
Certain Egyptian Neteru can be connected with if one can use the proper words of power for that deity. It
is the main reason that Egyptian hieroglyphs did not put vowels in their written language, so that no one could
know the true name of anything. Knowing its true sound, you could recreate the sound to connect with that
energy directly. They wanted such work to be one of personal development, personally working with the sound
until an inner knowing surfaces. According to Hindu tradition each mantra has six separate but indivisible parts:
Devata (deity of the mantra), Rishi (one who first spoke it), Raga (musical component), Bija (the seed), Shakti
(power of origin), and Kilaka (chanter’s own will power). xxii The famous Hare Krishna chant uses the repetitive
names of Rama and Krishna to help purify and cleanse the heart. Try saying it a few times and feel the cleaning
of the chest area. Quotations or phrases can become mantras that are repeated over and over until the wisdom of
the hidden messages are revealed within. Each chakra has a sound (Lam, Vam, Ram, Yam, Ham, Om and All)
that helps loosen our blocks.
Healing/Harmonics
“Make the sound be heard at the end of the universe.” Tehuti
Just as sound can be used to destroy (as in the story of the walls of Jericho), it can be used to heal. What
we call illness can be described as some part of our physical body vibrating out of tune. To introduce the correct
sounds will help create the healing needed for all parts of our being. The great Renaissance alchemists and
doctors from Agrippa to Paracelsus spoke of illness being a state where one was no longer in harmony with the
universe (divine musician). Chants, hymns and songs in the ancient world were designed to alter states of
consciousness and make healing possible. Healing can be done with musical instruments, singing bowls,
dijerido, bells, but the best is the trained human voice. Using the voice to make sound is called toning, and it is
powerful because a human is able to create harmonics. Using these sounds one will find a part of the body that
does not make the same sound as the rest, or the healing instrument will sound flat when played there. The sound
is played over that area until a new vibration has occurred. Oriental healers speak of five lakes of energy
associated with the five organs (kidney, liver, spleen, heart and lungs). Illness was the inability for energy to flow
from lake to lake due to a blockage. Each lake or organ can be healed of blocks by using specific Qi Gong
healing sounds. The sounds loosen stagnant and blocked energy and allow flow. Great initial healing sounds are
the vowels, which are said to link directly to the energies of the creator.
What is deemed the most powerful healing sounds are made with harmonics. A harmonic is more than
one tone created at the same time. This can be done with two different instruments or voices, but gains its
greatest healing power as when used by Tibetan Monks or in Gregorian chants when an individual creates the
harmonic by using overtones. Their harmonies help to create similar harmonics within our own bones. Many
monks today have no need to eat food and rarely sleep because of spending several hours a day using specific
harmonic chants that keeps the health of their body in tact. Simply adding harmonics to our daily regimen would
increase our health, and decrease our need for sleep.
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